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General Outline

• Telescopes/Galileo’s Telescopes

• Observations of the Moon

• Observations of Jupiter

• Observations of Other Planets

• The Milky Way

• Sunspots



Brief History of the Telescope –
Hans Lippershey

• Dutch Spectacle Maker

• Invention credited to Hans Lippershey (c. 1608 -
refracting telescope) 

• Late 1608 – Dutch gov’t: “ a device by means of 
which all things at a very great distance can be 
seen as if they were nearby”

• Is said he observed two children playing with 
lenses

• Patent not awarded

Image Source:  Wikipedia



Galileo and the 
Telescope

• Created his own – 3x 
magnification.

• Similar to what was 
peddled in Europe.

• Learned magnification 
depended on the ratio 
of lens focal lengths.

• Had to learn to grind 
his own lenses.

Image Source:  Britannica.com Image Source:  Wikipedia



Refracting Telescopes Bend Light



Refracting Telescopes





Chromatic Aberration

Chromatic aberration limits ability to distinguish details 



Dealing with Chromatic Aberration
- Stop Down Aperture

Galileo used cardboard rings to limit aperture –
Results were dimmer views but less chromatic aberration



Galileo and the 
Telescope

• Created his own (3x, 8-9x, 20x, etc.)

• Noted by many for its military 
advantages

August 1609



Galileo and the Telescope

• First observed the heavens 
telescopically in 1609  

• Discovered four large moons around 
Jupiter, mountains and other terrain 
on the surface of the Moon, phases 
of Venus, etc.

• Also observed sunspots and MW

• Much of this was evidence that we 
do not live in an unchanging 
geocentric universe



Refracting Telescopes Can Be 
Cumbersome

• Yerkes 40” Refractor

• Focal length of 62’

• Lens doublet weighs 500lbs

• Telescope and counterweights    weigh 20 tons



Telescopes are “Light Buckets” – Bigger is Better!

Small Objective Large Objective



Bigger is Better –
Higher Resolution

• Left view is through a 
smaller telescope.  

• Right view has greater 
resolution due to 
larger telescope 
diameter



Telescope Mirrors 
– Bigger is Better!

• Reflector mirrors 
can be many times 
larger than the 
largest refractor 
lenses



Movie - Lunar Features (Highlands & Maria)



Galileo’s Lunar Observations – November-
December, 1609

Galileo noted that the surface of the Moon was very rugged/irregular – the 
Moon was not a perfect sphere.



Lunar Mountains & 
Baily’s Beads

• “Beads” are caused by irregularities in 
the Moon’s limb 

• Additional observational evidence that 
the Moon isn’t a perfect sphere



Galileo Determined Lunar Mountain Heights

• Known that the Moon was about 2000 miles wide.
• Galileo noted that occasionally mountainous terrain was illuminated near terminator.
• Terminator-mountain peak distance ~ 1/20th of Moon’s diameter.
• Pythagorean Theorem showed mountains were comparable to Earth’s in size.



How Big is the Moon?

1/4th the diameter of Earth

1/50 the volume of Earth

1/81st the mass of Earth 

1/6th the gravity of Earth



How Far is the Moon From Earth?



Far Side of the Moon – Not the Dark Side



Lunar Libration



Earthshine



Jupiter and its four largest moons as 
viewed through a small telescope

Galileo observes Jupiter – January, 1610



Jupiter through a modern eyepiece



Jupiter is about
10 times the 

diameter of Earth



Orbital Resonances of the Galilean Moons



Edward Emerson Barnard 
discovered the fifth moon of Jupiter, 
Amalthea, in September 1892

• Barnard was a Nashville native and astronomer 
at Vanderbilt University who would eventually 
become world-famous.  Amalthea was the last 
moon in the solar system to be discovered by eye.



Galileo Probe –
1989-2003

• The Galileo probe 
arrived at Jupiter in 
1995 to study the 
Jupiter system.



How big are the “Galilean Moons” that 
Galileo discovered?

The Galilean Moons Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto (top, from left to 
right) as compared to Mercury (bottom-left) and our moon (bottom-right).



Io 
The Most Volcanically Active Body in the Solar System



Tvashtar– one of Io’s many volcanoes





Europa – A 
Moon with 
an Ocean





Waters of Earth 
and Europa

Europa has 2-3 times as 
much water as Earth

Illustration Credit & Copyright: Kevin Hand (JPL/Caltech), Jack Cook (Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution), Howard Perlman (USGS)

http://www.whoi.edu/main/copyright
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/index.cfm
http://www.whoi.edu/
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/


The largest moon in the 
solar system

Ganymede



A very ancient world

Callisto



Galileo’s Observations 
of the Planets

• Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars (top)

• Venus phases (bottom)



Observations of Saturn

• Galileo observed “ears” around Saturn
that he did not realize were rings.

• Over time, the ears gradually disappeared
and reappeared.

• This was due to Saturn’s tilt appearing to
change as we saw it from different
vantage points in its orbit. When the
rings are edge on every 14-15 years, they
are not visible at all from Earth.



The Phases of Venus

• Venus can be observed to go 
through a complete set of phases, 
just as Galileo observed

• Unsure if Galileo was the first 
to observe the phases or not.



Ptolemaic Universe – Geocentric with Epicycles



Movie - Retrograde Motion –
Jupiter & Saturn



Retrograde Motion - Mars

Time lapse composites of Mars exhibiting retrograde.  The “Z” and loop 
shapes are due to the orbits of Earth and Mars being tilted with respect to 

one another.  The “line” above Mars in the right image is the planet Uranus.



Retrograde Motion as Explained by Ptolemy

To explain retrograde, the concept of the epicycle was introduced.  A planet would move on the epicycle (the smaller 
circle) as the epicycle went around the Earth on the deferent (the larger circle).  The planet would appear to shift back 

and forth among the background stars.



Venus’ Phases Suggest a 
Heliocentric Solar System

Even with Ptolemy’s epicycle addition, a complete set of phases cannot be observed with 
Venus (as Galileo observed) if the Universe is geocentric.



Getting Close-ups of the Milky Way

Galileo could not resolve disks of stars – deduced they were much farther than the planets.



The Milky Way

A photographic view



A “Realistic” View

How the Milky Way can appear to the naked eye



NGC 6744 - A Milky Way Look-Alike

If we could fly out and see our galaxy from above, this is how it might look.



Views of Sunspots 
without Scopes

• Warning:  Don’t look at the Sun 
even when it appears dim like this.

• Large sunspot groups can 
become large enough that the eye 
can resolve them without 
magnification.



The Sun and its (current) sunspots



Sunspot Projection

A method similar to how Galileo projected the Sun with Benedetto Castelli



Galileo Sunspot Observations - 1612

Galileo found that the sunspots did move over time, but he could not 
determine what they were (though they resembled clouds) or if they were on 

the Sun’s surface or in its atmosphere.



Christoph Scheiner – “Sunspots are satellites of the Sun”



Sunspot Structure

• Sunspots are cooler than the 
rest of the Sun, so they appear 
darker than the surrounding 
surface.  

• Can grow large enough to easily 
encompass Earth.

Penumbra

Granules

Umbra



Sunspot Formation

Sunspots are magnetic in origin and are caused by twisted magnetic field lines 
protruding through the surface of Sun, which stifles heat flow.  



Other Magnetic Activity – Eruptive Prominences



Other Magnetic Activity - Solar Flares



Other Magnetic Activity – Coronal Mass Ejections



Movie - Aurora from the ISS

As energetic particles from the Sun hit our planet’s atmosphere, they excite the molecules cause them to glow. 


